How can ﬁrms use technology to set and accelerate
their path to meaningful modernization?
Client needs and business realities are evolving. What's the path that
takes them from technology uncertainty to conﬁdent success?

Current landscape
• Clients want a mix of broader services • Firm staff expect more from their work • Margins are shrinking

Firms are navigating interconnected obstacles:
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Technology is both
a problem and a path

More than 50% still consider
their technology posture
chaotic or reactive.
Only 30% have metrics in
place to measure success.

What ﬁrms
need to
consider
Measuring
success3

Firms are split on how to succeed:
• 26% Outsource all IT
• 24% Retain in-house IT
• 21% Hire help as needed

Firm goals:
• Better served clients
• More engaged employees
• Maximized ﬁrm results
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Getting technology right
accelerates modernization
and elevates the value ﬁrms
deliver to clients, employees,
and stakeholders.

Future
opportunities

Looking to boost automation
and collaboration, ﬁrms are
investing 4:1 in technology
over headcount.

Dialog TR TAP Radical Clarity Survey, Feb 2020
6th Annual Accounting Firms Operations and Technology Survey
TRTA Corporate Tax Departments Survey, 2020
Nominet Cybersecurity and the Cloud Report, 2019
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Determining
needs2

Normalized
workflows3

The right
clients2
While most ﬁrms (56%) see
technology as a competitive
edge, smaller ﬁrms are more
certain (65%).

Finding
tools 1

Firms want
technology
that is:
• Reliable
• Accurate
• Secure
• Easy-to-use

Future-ready
workforce1
While other industries embrace
more ﬂexible remote-work options,
over 50% of ﬁrm employees still
work in the ofﬁce nearly every day.

Secure firm
operations4
6/10 information security
professionals believe moving to
the cloud is a better choice for
securing ﬁrm and client data.

Get the latest insights from the experts at Thomson Reuters
for your ﬁrm to keep informed and make better decisions.
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